
A Sermon by Robert W. Prim

18th Sunday after Pentecost; September 22nd, 2013

Luke 16:1-13

“Building Spiritual Capital”

~~~~~~~~~~

Now there is a story you will not see or hear as a Vacation Bible 

School theme.  Cokesbury, Presbyterian Publishing House, 

Augsburg Press –  none of these will build their shiny, slick, 

child-enticing packages for VBS around this story about the 

dishonest manager.  Can you imagine it if they did? Who Says 

Crime Does Not Pay: the Teachings of Jesus or Cheat Your Way 

to More Toys: Jesus Shares the Secret or Honesty Is Not the  

Best Policy: Life Lessons from the Dishonest Manager. 

~~~~~~~~

This story is hard for us on many levels.  For one it is yet 

another story in Luke about money.  Luke will not let us alone. 

Mary sings of the rich being sent away empty.  John the Baptist 

preaches about giving away extra coats and collecting only the 

money owed.  Jesus is preaching good news to the poor, woes to 

the rich; he is teaching his followers not to store up treasures on 

earth and not to invite the well off to your dinner parties...on and 

on and on ... Luke pounds it home that money and how it is used 

is an indicator of the spiritual health of followers of Jesus of 

Nazareth.  This story is hard because it is part of a parade of 

teachings on money, and most of us would rather not think so 

much about it, thank you very much.  

This story is also hard because we tend to believe that honesty is 

important.  How can one like the manager of the rich man’s 
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wealth be held up as a good example?  The cognitive dissonance 

this story creates has caused many an interpreter to do exegetical 

back-flips to make the story more palatable.   Some have said 

the dishonest steward was just reducing the fee he would have 

received from the debtors as a way to make friends that would 

take care of him after his dismissal.  Nothing illegal here, just 

good people skills.  Others have said that the dishonest manager 

was simply reducing the padded accounts of the debtors such 

that their final bill was actually more accurate to what they owed 

the rich man.  Others have preached this text by pointing out that 

Jesus was able to see the best in all people; so even the dishonest 

manager could be praised by Jesus.  

This last way of looking at the story makes a good point about 

trying to see the best in people; we can always use reminders to 

do that in our day to day living.  But such an interpretation and 

all of the above interpretations miss the point–  wildly, I’d say. 

In my mind all of these attempts to make the dishonest manager 

really just a guy unfairly characterized miss what Jesus is saying 

to those around him then and to us now. 

~~~~~~~~

The dishonest manager was just that...dishonest.  To focus on his 

immorality or to try to make his behavior moral is to miss the 

intent of the story.  The focus of the story as Jesus tells it is on 

the intensive cleverness of the manager who did what he needed 

to do to protect himself for the future.  The dishonest manager 

could see that his situation was dire and acted shrewdly to 

secure his life after he lost his job.  The manager said to himself 

–  What will I do, now that my master is taking the position 
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away from me?  I am not strong enough to dig, and I am 

ashamed to beg.  I have decided what to do so that, when I am 

dismissed as manager, people may welcome me into their  

homes.  He then proceeded to reduce the debts owed to the rich 

man by his debtors.  The dishonest manager was clever in 

making friends for his forced retirement.  

~~~~~~~~

Using this story the way he does, Jesus is talking like a 

traditional rabbi.  The rabbinic tradition is full of stories of 

tricksters, and the teachers told these stories to make spiritual 

points.  Here’s a story similar to the one Jesus told:

A man once caught stealing was ordered by the king to be 

hanged.  On the way to the gallows he said to the governor that  

he knew a wonderful secret and it would be a pity to allow it to  

die with him and he would like to disclose it to the king.  He 

would put a seed of a pomegranate in the ground and through 

the secret taught to him by his father he would make it grow and 

bear fruit overnight.

The thief was brought before the king and the next day the 

king, accompanied by the high officers of state, came to the  

place where the thief was waiting for them.  There the thief dug 

a hole and said, “This seed must only be put in the ground by a 

man who has never stolen or taken anything which did not  

belong to him.  I, being a thief, cannot do it.”

So he turned to the Vizier who, frightened, said that in his  

younger days he had retained something which did not belong 

to him.  The treasurer said that dealing with such large sums, he  

might have entered too much or too little and even the king 

owned that he had kept a necklace of his father’s.  
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The thief then said, “You are all mighty and powerful and 

want nothing and yet you cannot plant the seed, while I who 

have stolen a little because I was starving am to be hanged.” 

The king, please with the ruse of the thief, pardoned him.    

(The Gospel of Luke, Introduction, Commentary, and 

Reflections by R. Alan Culpepper in Volume IX, of The New 

interpreter’s Bible, page 310)

~~~~~~~~

This story would be an appropriate story for Yom Kippur –  the 

Day of Atonement: a day when Jews remember their sins and 

the forgiveness that God extends to those who repent. Yom 

Kippur was observed by Jews this year on September 14th.  The 

story of the thief with the pomegranate seed reminds all of us 

who hear the story that no one is pure and all are in need of 

forgiveness.  

~~~~~~~~

Jesus is telling the story of the dishonest manager to make a 

different but related point.  Jesus wants to show how we –  like 

the dishonest steward –  can be so clever, energetic, committed 

to securing our financial future while at the same time we can be 

passive, apathetic, shallow in thought and slow to action when it 

comes to our lives of faith.  All of us –  not just the rich and 

powerful –  can and do spend hours upon hours, days upon days, 

months upon months, years upon years thinking, working, 

saving, planning, putting our best efforts forward to build a 

financial future that is rock solid, prudent, bullish.  And if along 

the way we say a prayer or two or read the Bible or go to church 

or meditate or self-examine our commitments or give a little 

away to charity, that is just well and good. Our real passion, 
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however, is with money management.

Jesus seems to be teaching us to reverse our passions.  We need 

to put our best efforts in living into the light of Christ and trust 

the rest to fall into place.  

~~~~~~~~

Not too long ago I spent the day at Columbia Seminary at a 

workshop entitled “Rendering to Caesar the Things that are 

Caesars.”  It was a seminar on clergy taxes.  I spent from 9 to 5 

talking tax policy and “terms of call” for pastors.  I learned a 

few tricks about how to structure my terms of call to take full 

advantage of tax law as it relates to clergy.  It was a whole day. 

I signed up months before the conference.  I can’t say that I was 

breathlessly awaiting the conference, but I was willing to spend 

the time.  I want to have a secure future, a good retirement.  I 

want to make good financial decisions now so that my life and 

the lives of my family will be comfortable later.  

I must say that I do not see this use of my time as a bad thing.  It 

makes sense to me to be responsible, to plan ahead, to do one’s 

best to be prepared for the days that are to come when I will be 

unable to work or make a living.  It makes sense, I believe, to 

anticipate my own death and to plan for the well-being of my 

family upon that event that will come as surely as the tax bill 

will come due on April 15th.  I want to be faithful with the 

generous benefits that come my way by being the pastor of this 

church

.  

I am glad I went to the workshop; I believe it was a righteous 

thing for me to go.  The problem comes if I or any of us ever 
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become so consumed with money and planning for financial 

security that our brains and hearts are more trained for money 

management than our hearts and minds are trained for the 

management of God’s gifts of grace, forgiveness, peace, hope, 

compassion, love for God and neighbor...

~~~~~~~~

The concluding service of Yom Kippur is called Neilah –  which 

means “locked.”  The ark holding the Torah is kept open 

throughout the final service and there is a tone of desperation in 

the Neilah prayers as the it is the last opportunity for atoning 

before God seals judgement in the books.  This service is 

referred to as the “Closing of the Gates.”  

One of Israel’s great poets, one of the world’s great poets, is 

Yehuda Amichai who died back in 2000.  Mr. Amichai refers to 

this closing of the gates in a poem.  Yahuda Amichai  left Nazi 

Germany in 1935 and settled in Palestine.  His father was a 

merchant and the family was frightened away from Germany. 

Amichai became a soldier and a school teacher in Israel.  He 

wrote a poem cycle entitled Jerusalem 1967 –  the following is a 

small part of the poem.  Notice the quiet and inward desperation 

at the closing of the gates in the poem.  Notice the recognition of 

the need for repentance as a man who left a country because of 

hostility stands before the shop of another who might one day 

have to leave a country because of hostility.  1967 was the year 

of the six-day war between Israel and Egypt.  The poem seems 

to be a somber recognition of the need for all to repent before 

the gate closes.  Here is a portion of Yehuda Amicahi’s poem 

cycle entitled Jerusalem 1967. 
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On Yom Kippur in 1967, the Year of Forgetting, I put on

my dark holiday clothes and walked to the Old City of  

Jerusalem.

For a long time I stood in front of an Arab’s hole-in-the-

wall  shop,

not far from the Damascus Gate, a shop with

buttons and zippers and spools of thread

in every color and snaps and buckles.

A rare light and many colors, like an open Ark.

I told him in my heart that my father too

had a shop like this, with thread and buttons.

I explained to him in my heart about all the decades 

and the causes and the events, why I am now here

and my father’s shop was burned there and he is buried 

here.

When I finished, it was time for the Closing of the Gates

                                         prayer.

He too lowered the shutters and locked the gate

and I returned, with all the worshipers, home. 

~~~~~~~~

Our work, our most pressing work, is to make atonement with 

one another and with God.  We need to use much of our energies 

in the spiritual labor of becoming people of light and love who 

reach out to our neighbors before all the gates slam shut. 

Retirement and financial security are well and good, but they 

make little sense for an empty soul, for one without spiritual 

capital.  
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